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Revision Slated for
Pollak's THE GUIDE TO

BACKLCr•
71e chin aTqav at the backlog of pieces
we've had for some time, trying to
make each issue a mix of older material and ne-ler submissions. ',Je
hope the existence of the backlog
does not discourage our readers from
submitting information as it becomes
available to them. It is all useful
and should 'To on record and we have
kent PLAc4L TALK goinq for that ournose alone for nearly ten years. The
brotherhood of rhvkenoloqists is
most nrobably the best informed of
am/ ;roun of collectors about their
s7ecialtv enjoying as we do a wide
and valuable literature on our subject. To the extent that DLAAE TALK
is nart of that literature you can
achieve rhYkenoloqical ilmortalitv
by your contributions to its paaes.

AMERICAN WOODEN PLANES

Martyl and Emil Pollak are engaged on a revised edition of
their THE GUIDE TO AMERICAN
WOODEN PLANES. Much new information including names and planemaker backgrounds can be expected.
They would welcome any new information you can provide. Send it
to their attention at 1 South St.
Box 338M, Morristown, N.J.07960
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NOTES & QUERIES
Bill Hermanek owns a matched pair of handled tongue and groove planes marked S.P.WARD in the maker's
slot. The planes have rounded chamfers but appear
early.
In Catalop.' 12 issued by Jack Bittner is:
P.C.NORTHUP on a birch 4,:" bead 10" long.
T.BURLEY on six planes thought to have been made
by Thomas Burley, Joyner, born 1723, of Epning, NH,
for his own use. These were cart of a hoard conGarland Spicer reports the first plane marked by
W.GILLINGHAY., probably William Gillingham of
Baltimore whom Dick Hay has recorded in his directory but who is in records only as a blacksmith
and edge tool maker. , Garland promises more on
this when he has been able to do some investigation.

One of the problems affecting the serious archeologist is the
a
nothing
but
is
archeologist
the
course
collector.
Of
collector himself, and thus is part of his own problem. While
he is accumulating objects to study, classify, and hopefully
preserve, he must remove them from their original sites. In
many cases the location of the original site is lost in the
This is even more the situation when looters remove
process.
objects for sale all over the world.
Recently a dealer friend of mine decided to go out of business
after thirty years and cleaned out his attic. He found a box
of old tools bought many years ago. Among them were several
planes stamped W.H. WOOD. All were from the Ithaca area,
dating in the period 1857-70:- TREMAN & BROS., N.SPAULDING/ITHACA, and a third recorded example of J.T. & R.G.DAV1DSON/McLEAN (PT 11-3-13). Whereas the two Davidson planes found
a more
plane, this was
jack
earlier
were
a
fore
and
a
professionalsophisticated skewed rabbet. There was also a
looking
moving fillister with an ebony wedge,very elegant
with a brass screw stop. The mark is N.D.OGDEN (zb) which
looks like a maker's mark, but is repeated again twice on the
heel and thus may be an owner's mark.
As a parting gift my friend gave me Wood's own stamp. It is
31
/
4" long and made of half inch bar stock. On the handle is the
legend "CU/BY H.W.GORDON/LYNN MASS." Either Gordon had a mail
order business, or more probably local hardware stores took
orders for him. Do any of our readers have any of his stamps,
and if so where were the owners located?
Ithaca City Directories show that Wood lived at
A check of
several addresses between 1875 and 1914, all within a few
blocks of my friend's shop. He is first listed as a cabinet
maker, was apparently employed in a local melodeon factory
until 1885 and then became an instructor at Cornell University
until his retirement in 1904.
I recently came on two T.GOLDSM1TH planes (Philadelphia). One
has the zb mark noted by Emil and Martyl Pollak, the other an
lb stamp. The latter is an unusual side bead. The boxing
consists of two strips of mahogany or lignum vitae each 2 1/8"
behind
the
and
1
3/4"
in
front
of
located
5/8"
long,
beeeh
5/16"
strips
of
place
by
two
throat.They are held in
thick which are screwed to the plane body and also serve as a
depth stop. They are original , not an addition. The wedge
matches the earlier type shown by the Pollaks, while that on
the zb plane is of their later type.

IX-3-3

USING TEE JOINER'S PLOW

PLOUGHING GECDVES.
Grooves have to be ploughed in work for
a variety of purposes ; in doors. for instance. the framing has to be plonghcd on
its inner edges to receive the panels : and
in jointing boards to obtain extra width.
grooves have to be ploughed on their edges
to receive the tongues or feathers. The
plough

C

D

is one of the
most useful tools in the joiner's kit. It. can
be set to any required distance from the
edge of the stuff. and also to any depth up
to in. To obtain practice. fix some work
in the bench vice. as A (Fig. 577). put the
IV, in. iron D in the plough, and drive in
the wedge C; set the plough with the iron
in the centre of the edge of the stuff, and
set the guide (by means of the thumbscrew
n) to 11 in.. this being the depth of groove;
thus a groove fully t iz in. wide and in.
deep is to be cut. Hold the V.ough in both
hands, as shown in the eleva:ion Fig. 577,

e

,

A

"Ft .

Fig. 57S.—Ploughing Board, Flan.

Fig. 577.—Ploughing Board, Front View.

and plan Fig. 578, and. standing within
easy reach of the end of the stuff, proceed
carefully to work the plane backwards and
forwards until it will not go deeper.

The excerpted material is from Cassell's Woodworking of 1910
edited by Paul N. Hasluck. Handled plows apart, the illustrations
indicate that plow arms served the user as hand grasps, carrying out
the comment of Joseph Maxon two hundred years earlier that plow stems
or arms, or as he calls them, "staves","have the upper edges of them
rounded off for better compliance with the hand."
NOTES & QUERIES

At a tool auction on Aug. 22, 1981 Crane/Murray

offered:
. smooth plane, boxwood, J.EASON (is this
James ason of NYC and Saybrook, CT?)
. crown moulder. iron marked G.P.FOSTER
. handled panel plane, 18th C characteristics
A.HALE (zb) (comnare L.F.HALE, E. Corinth, VT
or is this a misread fro A.HALL?)

. crown moulder iron marked J.HARPIS
. moulder, wide, A.TULLOCH
. smooth plane, J.DURGIN/DOVEP, N.H. (compare
D.DURGIN)
. rabbet I COLE (owner? struck twice) (note
W.COLE reported by Jack Bittner and H PT COLEWPINCA)
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COUGH & BOLIEi;
By GEORGE HONK
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NOTES & nUETIES
Two different labels of A J SPAFFORD, owner?, maker? were found together by Dick HOWE. One is a single
line, no address emboA4ing on the
heel of a complex moulding plane
also marked by J J VINAL of Cleveland, Ohio, a known maker. The
other is incised on the toe of another
complex moulder end reads A.J.SPAFFORD/BEDFORD, 0. in two decks. This
plane also bears an incised date, 1866.
AWP gives V.inal's working period as
- 1845 -. Address lines on owner's
stamps are not unknown but are far
from common suggesting that Spafford
may have been a dealer or even, less
likely, maker associated at some time
with Vinal.
A nicely proportioned embossed
stamp reading W.WILLET has been collected by Dick Howe. Dick thinks
Willet was probably an owner but
should a maker's mark or record in
this name turn up he would own one
of the few planemaker's stamps extant.
Embossed owner's stamps are hardly
unknown, of oucrse, but the incised
variety seems to be much more common. If you've got a Willet plane
either owner or maker marked, sing
out.
In their Mechanick's Workbench catalog #14 (Winter '82) Anne and Don
Wing report:
. a moving filletster marked BOSTON
FACTORY/GEORGE ST.
. an 18th C moulder stamped only
H W on the toe. There must have
been many H.W.'s but one of them was
Henry Wetherell. This plane is of
birch is 9 15/16" long and has a
relieved wedge and pronounced
chamfers.
. an astragal stamped W. FEAST said
to be probable owner-maker. We
think he'd have been a good partner
for the pm named FOOD.
.wide ovolo of early 19th C appearance marked J.DUNN.
.a beech ovolo 10" long marked JH.
Harold Fountain reports a plane
iron by A.L.WHITING/WORCESTER,
MASS., with a picture of a bench
plane in addition to the name and
• address.
Ix-3-6

Some day perhaps this bit of inforr
mation can be hooked firmly into the
story of planemaking in Massachusetts,
or Connecticut or both. The History
of Berkshire County, Massachusetts
compiled in 1885 speaks of the town of
Sandisfield near the Connecticut border and tells us, "A large shop was
build about three quarters of a mile
below New Boston village many years
since by Jared Smith, a brother of
Elizor Smith of Lee, Mass. and plane
handles were manufactured there." The
site would have been 10 or 12 miles
northwest of New Hartford, Conn.
Where planemaking was conducted, beginning in 1825, slightly more than
100 years by the Chapins (and others)
and only about 25 miles to the south
of Pittsfield where Moses Sweet began planemaking in 1820.
Observed by Dan Semel in the collection of Vince Soukup during
the Rochester meet of the EAIA the
first Thomas Grant plane with four
crowned initials. They areTDMR
quite irregularly stamped. Dan says
they do not impress him as the kind
of stamping a dealer would do for a
Prospective owner or the usual owner
would do for himself. They seem instead the work of a careless and
hurried person who might have been
rather indifferently markings a
quantity of planes. Dan thinks the
plane design suggests an estimated
1776 t 10. The plane, one of two
shown by Vince is a moulder with a
profile, sketched from a telephone
description, that looks like this
astragal form.

The second plane bears only Grant's
name. The four letter example has
his name, New York and the crowned
initials.

0T17_

nroius,

Tim Daniels writes of a 5/16" single boxed
beech
side bead of professional appearance marked H.
CUTLER in a sawtoothed frame. There is a D
CUTLER mentioned in the Names Alone section
of
WPINCA and your editor owns an eight piece
set
of plow irons marked IN2 CUTLER. Surely there
are few better names for tool makers. Tim's
plane has an iron marked IIIVX PARTRIDGE.
Someone out there must have further information
about these names.

We hear from Larry Brundage, by way of Ken Bassett, in connection with Ken's large hollow
marked N.NUTTING/OTISFIELD, reported in VII-3-17.
We had guessed that N.Nutting might be one of
Truman Nutting's many sons but the facts are
even more interesting. Larry explains that N.
Nutting may have been Nathan Nutting who emigrated from Groton, Mass., in Middlesex County about
30 miles NNE of Worcester/ to Otisfield, Maine
in 1795. There he acquired and build up a twohundred acre farm. Like many men of his time he
also worked at his trade, that of carpenter, a
and apparently made planes as a side line. However,he is listed in directories 1855-56 and
again in 1868 implying either that he continued
active until a very considerable age or that
we are looking at both senior and junior Nathans.
Larry continues to research this question.
That planemakers named Nutting also appeared in
Amherst, Mass., may be a coincidence or may
suggest that the men were relatives who derived
their planemaking know.-how from some eastern
-Mass., source. We hope to hear more about this
exciting possibility.
X

TH11; DOCTOR SAID,"LAY—OFF
THE SONINiAn!

NOTES & QUERIES
As you will have noticed we frequently cite
dealers' lists in these pages. Because such
lists are often compiled hurriedly, because
they may be the work of observers, typists or
typesetters who are not informed about planes
and because entries may be deliberately abbreviated to save space, their dependability is
always questionable. However, they provide
an unmatched source of information about marks,
provided that it is remembered that the reporting of any single entry can range from accurate
to wholly undependable. We screen the obvious
typographical errors but when an initial B appears where a C would be expected we usually
report it as a possible variant, subject to the
caveat that, unless variants are described
specifically as having been verified by the
observer they may be only accidental errors.
This is not intended to throw any list into suspicion but merely to explain that commercial
lists were created not for our purposes but as
a shorthand statement of items for sale.
There is a report of R. Wright in the list of
Philadelphia names in WPINCA. Dave Truesdale
has seen an I WRIGHT/PHILA with chamfering of
18th C style. We wonder if these are two different men or if one or the other of the reports
was based on a damaged strike.
A line or so of text was left out of the
item IX-1-11 which spoke of the Mechanick's
Workbench Lindenberger discoveries. After
"you don't know" it was supposed to say that
John Lindenberger came from Baltimore MD and
that Christooher Lindenberger of Ohio was
his son.
L.TINKHAM on a moving filletster of beech,
91
/
2" long is noted in the '1echanick's
Workbench, catalog of winter '83/'84
In the Chronicle of the EAIA 1981 was an excellent
article about 1ll1am and Benjamin Raymond and Ebenezer Berry who were olanemakers in Beverly, 'ass.
The elder, William 7aymond worked from about 1783
to his death in 1836. :le was married twice, the
second time in 1796 to Rebecca Berry who was probably the mother of Ebenezer Berry. His first
wife's name was Hannah but the marriage date is
not given. Ery Schafferin his search for origins
of some of our plane makers among the early cabinet
makers has found in The Cabinet iakers of America
by E.H.Fjerkow the notation that William Raymond,
cabinetmaker of Beverly, ::lass. was married on Dec.4,
1785. Assuming the note concerns the same William
Raymond and the date fits, a small niece of tio7raphical material is thus added to our knowledge
of him.
IX-3-8

MOODEY
(8irminr/ham,UK -1765-76)
by George !4,onk

BATES RELATES
From Alan Bates, who has recently been elected to the Committee
(American readers will probably translate this as Board of Directors)
of the new Tools and Trades History Society of Stowmarket, U.K., come
the following:

STALL & MASSEY was
reported by Dave Truesdale
in IV #1 (?) as a result of

Wedge-arm plow,
Early appearance,
probably 1800-20,
wedge looks earlier.

his Directory searches.

SPAY° & WHEELER is a new
combination not reported
elsewhere.

22" Jointer
Single Iron
Offset Handle

Handled Nosing plane

MARTIN.

(same mark on two
9 3/8" side beads the 3 planes found
with a large group
of Phila. planes including Wm.Martin/
Philada.
This mark is interesting.
Three planes so stamped were found among a
large group still reposing in g tool chest.
All planes in the chest
were by Philadelphia makers (W
MARTIN, M.DETER, BUTLER, ISRAEL WHITE
and W— SOUDER) except two by Frogatti the eighteenth century English
maker from Birmingham.
The two MARTIN moulders are 9 3/8" long with
flat chamfers and turn-or-Ithe-century wedges.
Could their maker have
been a connection of W— MARTIN?

MANDER & DILLIN.
well known.

This mark is not too

Reproduction may be diffi-

cult but we hope the result—is worth the
effort.

IX-3-9

Chamfer plane

COULAUX
By
John W. Evans
I have received the following information in regard to COULAUX & CIE
(see Plane Talk, IX-2-16) from my friend Jean-Eene. Clergeau, St.Palais sur Mer,
France:
The story of the firm COULAUX is as long as it is interesting.

It began

at the end of the 18th Century with Julien Coulaux establishing a little plant
at Klingenthal, Alsace, for making edged weapons.

In 1800 the plant became a

State Factory (MANUFACTURE DE KLINGENTHAL), furnishing the major part of the
swords and sabers of the French Army.
Julien, succeeded to his father.

In 1801 the son of Julien, also named

He and his brother established a civilian

plant, parallel to the State Factory, under the name of COULAUX FR'ERES.
also manufactured edge weapons.
Factory.

It

In 1838 the two brothers bought the State

Charles-Louis, son of the second Julien, succeeded to his father

in 1840 and the firm became COULAUX AINf ET FILS.

It furnished swords to the

Army until the Franco-Prussian War (1870), when Alsace was occupied by the
Germans (Alsace remained in German hands until after World War I ended in
1918).

Coulaux maintained his plant at Klingenthal but directed it from

Paris, manufacturing edged weapons for both the French and the Germans; the
emphasis was on bayonets.
making and

About 1900 the firm began a conversion to tool

after 1918 tools made up its entire production.

It was particularly

well known for its scythes,which enjoyed an excellent reputation.

Production

fell off rapidly in the late 1920's and probably ceased a few years before
World War II.

M. Clergeau finds the plane iron very interesting, since it

was made by the same plant that furnished most of the swords and sabers
carried by Napoleon's troops.

He adds that tools made by Coulaux are, with

the exception of scythes, quite scarce and that this is the first plane iron
that has come to his attention.

It evidently dates to 1840 or earlier.

I see that I misspelled Coulaux in my description of the iron, and I
apologize to my readers for that oversight.
IX -3-10

An Unusual Plane
By Jim Blower

Plane is beech, 9 3/8" long and slipped
with boxwood. One iron is marked Wm Ash.
Who were Berry & Vannamee? The latter
sounds like a Dutchman.

N
5".2.
(

\-•

,i0TE5', ON I.JISCONSIN
hARDr•JARE DEALERS
AND
PLANE LABELE:ZS
By

Len Borkowski

In VIII-4-7 is a note of L.J.Farwell & Co in which the address is
Milwaukee, Wisconsin Territory and the date is thereby fixed at between
1836 aria- 1848. As reported in TX-2-6,T believe that at this date it was
Milwaukie and that the reading may have been made from an indistinct
strike rthough from 1845 to 1848 both spellings occur.
Leonard Farwell was the second Governor of the State of Wisconsin. He
came from ',,latertown .1.Y. where he had clerked in a dry goods store and
worked as an apprentice tinsmith. At nineteen he went to Lockport,Illinois where he established himself as a tinsmith and remained until 1840.
Selling out, he moved tc 'Iilwaukee and went into the wholesale hardware
business, becoming eventually one of the largest hardware merchants in
the west. he was one of the chief developers of Madison, Wisconsin where
he had extensive land holdings, mills, a machine shop and a foundry.
He became Governor in 1851, the only Whig on the entire Wisconsin
slate to be elected. In 1853 he refused to stand for re-election.
VALUABLEFARMFORSALE.
7110 uxoRfteluePth OrrThe rea $4L .

ONE OF THE MOST1)ESIRABLE FARMS

In the State of Wisoonsliz.
TT CON TA INS ono hundred and itirly•ela scree. le
L. well watered, rIell fertile eoil, provided with timber soil
t000dow land, end Is under • good most, of cultivation. It
la situated I eta ren two of the inain thoroughfares leading
out of Madison (The County Plot Of Whit CoWay, and the
('st it i of the mate ..1 Wisconsin) one and • half miles
from lho Stile Ilooae, end one hair natio from the Kate
Univereay. Ti" location Is no en elevated plain, giving an
ext.ellont slew of tic Town, "Third" end "Porirto Lake'
and tho high ruling Pestles., ilftern to twenty mike distant,
making II non f the most desiral.do country seats In the
whole Westerh thltre. Mt proximity to the Carlt&I will
moo° II nronveolrot rest,Irnee for cue dealt( bueluels to
I he thy or to utr for agricultural purpovoe you., and for
an investment n111 t i lilt In great runnier, Advantage...—
The form I. loin., lit and about hiedleon sie the ofrorum
pilretl•411 fliofley iTtei rtmalo
Farm " A terve pert. ol
on ;lona Alio NtOrt,rege or • ierui of 'tors. Any anquIr •
t ea 1w nSil r e30,1,,,g the 1111)01.0 falil wIll he prompUy 11,11•
I,Kr/N AM. J. VAILIVELL.
I
ewerod

Leonard Farwell offers a farm for sale
in April 1854.

The state hospital

was built on the property eventually.

In 1857 his railroad speculations were wrecked by the "panic" of that
year and he liquidated much of his land holdings to pay his creditors.
Appointed by President Lincoln to the Patent Office he became principal
examiner of inventions. he was in Fords Theatre on the night Lincoln was
and is believed to have saved the life of Vice President Andrew
Johnson by rushing to warn him.
Removing to Chicago,he was once again wined out financially by the
great Chicago fire. he died in Grant City, ‘lissouri where he had once
again begun the climb back to financial an(7, public service eminence when
he died in 1689.
Among the other hardware dealers in lilwaukee in the late forties who
dealt in tools and whose names may turn up in connection with nlanes are:
Wm.H.Byron, Francis G.Tibbets, Shepard and Bonnell, Nazro & King (Henry
J. Nazro and henry V. King), (7.R.Lewett,
haney & DeBow
(Robert Haney and John DeBow), Bonnell &
(James Bonnell and
Henry ',Tilliams), Henry K. Edgerton (successor to Farwell) and John
Pritzlaff.
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SOME PLANE RUBBINGS OF
MILWAUKIE /

MILWAUKEE

MARKERS
Bq Len Borkowski

11118.
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NAZRO KING (1844-47)
MILWAUKIE
W T
L.J. FARWELL & CO
MILWAUKIE
T

:

• '

..\.'";

(also marked Z.J.WMASTER
& CO/ MADE FOR)

-;

••.

HENRY J. NAZRO & CO
MILWAUKIE

•

,4_,., ficr

" 57'•••e4;;;

7 1'1'1.4

E CLARK
MILWAUKEE

HANEY & DE BOW
!'ILWAUKEE
•

(also marked Casey & Co/
Auburn/NY) and ( 2 INCH)
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AN EARLY EMANUEL CARPENTER
PATENT DESCRIPTION FROM FRANK WHITE
Franklin Inst. Journal, vol. XXI (26), 1838
Patents for February, 1338
p.402
#49. For an improvement in the method of Constructing the Screw Arms
of all kinds of planes regulated by Screw Arms; Emanuel W. Carpenter,
Lancaster, county of Lancaster, Pennsylvania, February 6.
Ploughs, fillisters, match planes, and others regulated by screw
arms and nuts, are the subject of this patent. The particular difference between this and similar instruments cannot be made known without
a much longer description than the matter seems to merit. The claim is
to the methods described in the specification. A plough has been deposited in the office as a model, exhibiting good workmanship on the
part of the patentee.

SHIP PLANES BY AN APPARENTLY UNRECORDED MAKER

by Jack Evans

This set of three ship planes was acquired during a visit to the Oregon coast.
No history or background was available. The fourth plane in the set, a jointer,
had already been sold. The three remaining planes are professionally-made
tools of high quality. The wood appears to be Cuban or Honduras mahogany,
and the totes (jack and fore planes) are curly maple. All three have Buck
Brothers double irons with buck's head design. Dimensions: Smooth, 9-1/8"
long, 2k" wide, 2-15" high, 1-3/4" iron; jack, 16-1/8" long, 2-3/8" wide,
2-5/8" high, razee with closed tote, 1-7/8" iron; fore, 22-3/8" long, 2-9/16"
wide, 2-5/8" high, razee with closed tote, 2" iron. The maker, E.W. Sparrow,
is not listed in Pollak. I believe him to be American but have also checked
Goodman, who does not list him either. His incuse stamp is sketched below.
No location or other information is given. Above the stamp, in 3/32" letters
without serifs, is 0 R STEEL, probably the person for whom they were made.
These are beautiful planes and I regret very much that I missed out on the
big one. Their period of manufacture appears to be 1880-1900.

IX-3-14

BELCHER BROS., PROVIDENCE and
C. DARLING & CO.,

WOONSOCKET

By Larry Brundage
In Volume 3, No. 1, page 10 Bud Steere tells us about a hollow
marked BELCHER BROS., PROVIDENCE.

This name has also appeared in

later issues of this worthy publication.

Another name that jogged

into my limited memory was that of C. DARLING & CO., WOONSOCKET.
This I noted on page 74 of the Pollak's handy guide.

While rooting

through various heavy tomes in quest of data about Samuel Darling
who made steel machinist rules in Bangor, Maine, from about 1854 to
1866 and then became affiliated with Brown & Sharpe of Providence,
I came across data on the above mentioned firms.

Both were hardware

firms, and they probably had planes made to order.
Leander C. were the BELCHER BROS.

Joseph H. and

In 1826 their father,Joseph,started

the firm and in 1857 turned it over to his sons.

Sometime between

then and 1884 Edward A. Loomis became a partner and the name read
BELCHER BROS., & CO. In 1884 Joseph left to start his own store and
the name became BELCHER & LOOMIS.

Due to the possibility that planes

were made for the senior Belcher I will list all names found and
tentative dates.
ALLEN & BELCHER 1826-47 . . . GREENE & BELCHER

1847 - ?

BELCHER HARDWARE 1850(7) - 57
BELCHER BROS. 1857-84 . . . BELCHER & LOOMIS
BELCHER & LOOMIS HARDWARE CO.

1884-97

1897-1908 (?).

C.DARLING & CO. was a hardware firm in Woonsocket, R.I.

Charles H.

Darling was the son of Gilbert who operated a hardware store in
Woonsocket for many years, turning it over to his son in 1877.
Charles turned it in to a very large operation and it too was going
strong well into this century.

It would be interesting to find who

made planes for these firms and also whether the tools were made on
the premises.

Bud Steere's ancestors go wwway back, as I noticed

from the many times their name turned up.

For those of you who might

care to look up anything on Rhode Island people, the above data came
from REPRESENTATIVE MEN and

OLD FAMILIES OF WHODE ISLAND.

J.H. BEERS & CO., CHICAGO 1908.

Dewey No. 974.5 on the library index.
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HOME-MADE LOW-ANGLE BENCH PLANE

by Jack Evans

This interesting long fore, or short jointer, with Roman-style handgrip and
low-angle double iron, was found in Prairie City, Oregon. Unfortunately, no
information was available in regard to its history or background. The wood
appears to be maple and is well patinated. Workmanship is competent but not
professional and the handgrip is roughly done. Upper edges are lightly
chamfered. The 2-3/8“ double iron is unmarked, and the cap iron is chamfered
on its upper three edges. Dimensions: 24" long, 3-1/16" wide, 2-3/4" high.
The handgrip is 4-3/4" long. The iron is bedded at an angle of 35 degrees.
The plane shows evidence of long use and the unusual grip is surprisingly
comfortable.

-

Two Unusual Carpenter Labels
by Alan Bates
The first of these labels reads E.W.CARPENTER/BALTIMORE. Since Emanuel
Carpenter was a Lancaster, Pennsylvania planemaker the Baltimore address
adds a new dimension to his history.
The second label reads S.CARPENTER/LANCASTER and must represent Emmanuel's
wife Sarah, who inherited the business when he died. Note that the two
wedges differ in outline.
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A BRITISH PLANE MAKER NAMED SMITH ?
By

Richard Howe

I recently found an interesting and unusually marked plow plane. It
is identical to the one in Mechanicks Workbench Catalog #10, p 6 and
is a bridle plow with the name GRIFFITHS-NORWICH overstamped on the
name H.SMITH. The brass plate on the skate is engraved HEY,SMITH.
The heel is also marked H. SMITH. Two places are marked H.S. ht
first I thought Mr. Smith to be an owner but maybe he was a maker who
was bought out. How else could his name have preceded Griffith's on
the plow.
H. SMITH

H.S.

BRASS PLATE
ON SKATE

HEEL
.4 1
_,..401‘31;)41:r_0?Al
"17'.
11,
•
••••

H.S.

2:12

TOE END

HEEL OF FENCE
NON-STICK CEMENT
The second photo page in IX-1 lost its title when
a rubber cement
failure occurred. It should have been headed, A Dutcn
Puzzle by Ken
Bassett. Ken points out that the five planes shown and
referred to
include only four planes of Dutch stamoin in addition
to that of Donaldson and Hall, rather that "five" Dutch planes as
appears in the caption
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Tracings of the sole profile and wedge of a moulding plane by N.SHOVAR from
the collection of Harold
Fountain. Plane is of standard length but has broad,
flat chamfers.

A.A. PRESTON"

9 5/8" long
Early 19th C appearance
From Bill Eviston
IX-3-18
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FOUFFORP: PATvNT17D SCPIPFR
Josenh T. Bonfford, of Linwood,
pranted nntent NO. 629,1 87 on May 18,1e99
PAXTON C-ALLAGRER CC. CrALHA, NEB.
for the decorative hsndled cc-. rer shown in
the rhoto section. Linwood is a .--11 town adWilliam Velich of Silver Spring, Md. has
cer+ tn 'Whitin.ville and only ',bout lc mile.
identified the brand nPme PASOMk as shown a.nrcester. The on17 marking on the
bove. He said, "When I was a kid in Omaha in
*cra-Pr i. the est.nt -'ate. If anyone has inthe 20's the Payton Gallagher Co. sold everyfrrmation as to the manufacturer of this
thing but automobiles!" This answers the
.or?oer we would like to her of it.
query from John Evans, Vol. IX-2-10.
W35

SARASIN'F 1='!"' 7 '1) SFOKEFRAVE

No. 744,411.

Fuldege Saras4 n,of Am2sbury, Mass., war
granted patent a:. 7Lli,h11 on Nov. 1 7,1903 for TO NO t,IL.
the brass ;.djustable snokeshave shown in the
Photn section. Amesbury was the center of
carri77emakinp7 activi*ies in the late leth
early 19th centuries. Thus, it is not surrrisi_r thlt 4 n the srenifications Sar in
;.i.cser: "in the manufacture of oarria5Tbodle.:: the panels are often roundcd at their
edges, and in order that this may be readily
accomol shed I have found it desirable to set
the blPde of the sonke.have which is used in
rounding this edges obliTiely with respect tc
the face of the shve, so that a wedge-shaped
shaving will be removed hy the blade, thereby
anahl:I.ng the rounding of the nrel. to be
acconnlisaed much more readily than if the
t r
ds wrre set oara el with the fPce. The
e
object of my inventton iF tn provide an adjusting menns for the blade of a snokeshave
which will en9b1e the hlado to be readily adjusted to elenctiv t,he
ansitinn
resocct to the fPcr of the ehave and ther to
frmly clan, the .ame while it is lleld tn
this position."
Actually, there was nothing
new in his rntent that lirdn't already beer
used before on a p7 :.,he it nrovided a scrr
Ferf?rd'ess,
LAjr.stmerf
Isterl
--1* 4
is locumentation rf another e -"-° 1e of a werKols th7:7
n imnrov;n7 the egTiniency of t1-7P
SARASIN is
he workc:',
nrnty,
had them
star,ncd on P-ch
air Z7Z COVCIS
f4 h1s17e': tLem hi7cast at a Mon'
:“"erh,--y
srAf.
4.ourd
r::471e shIc,s w17.1c. a7Tarent17
111444.a( 5C#4.
';'7 ,r where
:ived.
olme frr71
IX- 3 - 1 9

PATENTED NOV. 17; 1403.
Y!. SARASIN.
SPOKESHAVE.
111..OLTION TILLD DI°. 4, 1901.
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BASMAISON EVER-SHARP

PLANE

EVER-READY

BITS
•

STANDARD

PLANE D4T

4.;'04te
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I NEW MADE PUKED
5T0A16H1 AND TRUE CUT
AND 15 INVAWILY REMOV.
ANA wren.' CULL

BA5MAI5ON
EvERSNARD PLANE BIT

Reim,"veta hie
Ator ette

r Nokhed
- hold Retor

THE STANLEY
READY EDGE BLADES
These Blades are attached by screws to specially constructed plane irons. A plane iron cap of special design
fits over this and is held in place by a cap screw.
They assure a sharp cutting edge at all times. Whenever an old blade becomes dull a new one can be quickly
substitutted—no long, expensive delays for honing.
Furnished with Double Plane Irons in 1,34, 2 and 2% inch sizes for use on Stanley "Bailey" and Bed Rock Planes.

Plane Iron Cap
Reedy Edge
Blade

Patents: No. 1,553,642 - Sept. 15, 1925 - Philip B.
Stanley. No. 1,651,634 - Dec. 6, 1927 - Edmund A.
Schade. No. 1,662,005 - March 6, 1928 - Charles A.
Johnson.
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Cap Screw

1 SOMETHING NEW
The first improvement in bits since the advent
of the iron plane

Mr. Woodworker—Do the following advantages of the Basmaison Ever-Sharp Plane Bit mean anything to YOU?

TIME
The next time you nick a plane bit, time yourself as you
regrind. whet and strop. A new Basmaison Ever-Sharp Plane
Bit can be inserted and you can be back at work in less time
than it has taken you to read this paragraph. How much time
do you waste each day getting ready to plane—honing. stropping. setting the bit and cleaning your hands? Ninety-eight per
cent of this time and effort is wasted. because Basmaison Ever.
Sharp Plane Bits make it unnecessary.

CONVENIENCE

Showing how to place blades starting by the corner

BASMAISON
EVER-SHARP PLANE BIT
Manufactured under Basmaison patents
Nos. 1.484.861. 1.497.474 and 1.574.725
Endoised by San Francisco Carpenters Unions Not. 22 and
483. having more than 2700 members and by the
director of Manual Training of the
San Francisco Public Schools

You can set a Basmaison Ever-Sharp Plane Bit with your
eyes shut. It's as simple as a paper weight. Every woodworker knows the - feel- of a perfectly conditioned, perfectly
act plane—but it don't last. After a short time it is gone
to be renewed only by rehoning. restropping and resetting.
With the Basmaison Ever-Sharp Plane Bits in your kit you
can have a perfect plane ALL the time instead of some of
the time.

RESULTS
It takes a lot of real skill to grind, hone, strop and set
an old-fashioned plane bit, and lots of time. too. In fact
it is a difficult thing to 'do and there are plenty of good
workmen who never learn to do it with any certainty of the
result. Why not eliminate guess work. Basmaison Ever.
Sharp Plane Bits are always exactly right, with a keen, straight
edge and the corners off ever ready to serve you and save
your energy.

John Wells, of Berkeley, Ca., has found
Basmaison's cutter, can iron, cap screw
some double plane irons with replaceable
& the patent markings look very much like
ra7or edge cutters. They are believed to
Stanley's work. It is Possible that Basmaison
have come from the home of the original incontracted with Stanley to provide the cutters.
ventor in the San Francisco area.
The advertisinr flyer indicated that he did
The 3 patent dates are stamped on both
market the cutters at least through Feb. 1926,
cutters & cap irons. NO. 1,h8h,8bL, Feb. 26,
the date of his last natent. It is interest192h, NO. 1,07,h71, June 10, 1921i and NO.
ing to note tht the first 2 patents assigned
1,7h,725. Feb. 23, 1926 were all granted to
to Stanley were l'oth filed in April 1921j,
Pierre Basmaison of San Francisco. Mr.
only 2 months after Sasmaison's first patent.
Wells has provided a copy of the original adSince there is no reference to Basmaison
vertising sheets & his drawing with explanapatents in any of the Stanley patents we can
tion of the cutter's operation.
assume that Stanley probably purchased the
Basmaison's ideas were obviously the
rights from Basmaison. At any rate, it is
insniration for Stanley who obtained patents
another case of the "mountain over the mole
on a similar idea named The Ready Edge. (See
hill." It would be interesting to note if
illus. from the 1929 Stanley bPalers Cat. &
anyone has come across one of the Basmaison
P-TAMPIA, p. 2114 for a photo of a Ready Edge
cutters outside of the San Francisco area.
cutter & box.)
WASH CO., 31 SOUTH CLARK ST., CHICAGO, ILL.
P-TAMPIA, 1827-1927, p. 137, fig. )59, illustrates an unusual saw rabbeting plane
terl'.atively identified as a weatherstripping plane. Now we are not so sure. That plane did
not have any markings. Recently another specimen was located. This has the markings cast into
the side as shown above. (See photo section.) A search of Chicago directories has failed to
find the Wash Co. listed at any address. Perhaps one of our members can help us with additional
information.
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Something New
in Metal Planes

Quality Planes at Prices
Lower than Usual
RUST-PROOF
This Plane has an extraordinary finish
and keeps it.
The Cutter is made i the 14-.4 Crucible Tool Steel. manufacturol esp,cially
for the purpose, scientifically beat treated and tempered by the mo,,t modern process. Every Cutter is testiNI for
hardness on cutting edge.

Dear Editor,
I would like to take this opportunity to submit to
the Planetalk the following page from the October 1923
Hardware Buyers Catalog and Directory published by
Herdware Age magazine. This list of plane manufacturing
firms
and their addresses includes some which have been the
subject of previous question and discussion. I would
point
out the notation of Columbia (see Planetalk VII-L-6),
the
importer of inexpensive German planes; also Goodall,
Philadelphia (see Planetalk VII-h-17) with yet another
address; and Consolidated Tool Co., users of the Pilot
Wheel trademark. Elsewhere in this volume M.W. Robinso
n,
makers of Davis levels are also shown at 296 Broadway,
New York, N.f.
Sincerely,
Daniel Weinstock,
Geneva, N.Y.
LIST OF POIERICAN PLANEMAKERS
Hprdware Buyers Catalog & Directory, Oct. 1923

No. 102 Block Plane. Pis'
No. 101 Adjustable P.1, .e,;
Cutter.
No. 104 9" Smooth Plane.
No. 104C 9" Smooth Plane.
Bottom.
No. 105 14" Jack Plane, 2"
No. 105C 14" Jack Plane,
Bottom.

utter.

Corrugateo
Cutter.
Corrugated

IRON PLANES
We also MAN UFACTURF a line of
QUALITY IRON PLANES, very
finely finished, at prices lower than any
other on the market for similar quality.
Sizes same as listed above. Write for
prices.

On request Samples will be
sent on approval at
Our Expense.

Comar Manufacturing Co.

109 Lafayette St. , New York City

Buckeye Mfg. & Foundry Co., 2066
W. 55th, Cleveland, O.
Central Hdw. Co., 1716 Vine, Philade
lrhia, PA. "Goodall"
Chapin-Stephens Co., Pine Meadow, Conn.
"C.S. Co."
Clipper Tool Co., 28h Mills, Buffalo, N.Y.
Columbia Wood Tool Mfg. Co., 157 E. 128th,
New York, N.Y.
(Wooden)
Corar Mfg. Co., 109 Lafayette, New York,
N.Y. (See ad
reproduced in left hand column this
page.)
Consolidated Tool Wks., 296 Broadway, New
York, N.Y.
D.R. Barton —See Hack & Co.
Kensington Hdw. & Tool Mfg. Co., h10
Mechanic, Philadelphia, Pa.
Sandusky Tocl Co., Sandusky, O.
Sargent 6 Co., New Haven, Conn.
Smith, Otis A., Rockfall, Conn. "Pales"
Stanley Wks, New Britain, Conn. "Bailey
", "Bed hock"
Union Mtg. Co., New Britain, Conn.
Vaughan & Bushnell Mfg. Co., 211h
Carroll Ave., Chicdgo, Ill.
"V E: B"
Editor's Note: We certainly thank Lan for
his detective
work, in particular, for identifying the Consoli
dated Tool
Works of 296 Broadway, N.Y., N.Y. as being the
user of the
Pilot Wheel brand. (Query by your editor
in Vol. IK-1-21.)
In regards to the new address for Goodall
, it is your
editor's opinion that this is not the sane
Goodall because
they sold out to Stanley in 1896. However, this
listing
of Goodall in the 1923 Directory may he the
Goodall who
mfr. the low quality iron planes with integra
l frogs and
"Gage-type" features also discussed in Vol.
VII-L-17.
UPDATE
Walter Marx of La Crose, Wisc. has
identified the
L.H.F. Co. Littlestown, Pa. as the
Littles
town Hardware &
Poundry Co., Littlestownl Pa.
173h0 (Apparently still in
business.). ..iuery from Bob Rittran
in Vol. IX-1-21.
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A moulding plane owned by Bob Finch.
Its iron bears the mark
above the letters
P. & G. Pat.
The toe of the plane is stamped 14006/N- 20/1li.
The iron is shaped
by grinding along its back to the inverse of the moulding intended.
Sharpening can
therefore be done on a flat whetstone much as the iron of a toothplane is sharpened.
The plane is of hornbeam.
Dimensions are approximately VI." X 2.1" x 10!5".
Bob says it seems
a practical tool but one that would have been very costly to manufacture because of the need to
hand-bed the iron in the stock, not to mention the involved shaping of the iron and extra material
required.

lIPAUKIL / "TLYAUKEE (Mlle
PHOTOGRAPHED BY LEN BORKOWSKI

28" Jointers bq Henry J. Nazfo & Co and Nazro &
King.
The Milwaukie stamp is the same on both
ulaneg.

E.CLARK/ MILWAUKEE.

Close

up of the Nazro &

jointer

W.H.BYRON / MrL1cAuKIE.
r
the address
stamp the same as :Jazro s s? Plane is of
cherry.

A beautiful European
immiqrant owned by
Laurent Tomb, jr.

• A Z.J. 2" 1 1 1A5TL - prison -made
labeZed by W.H.BYRON
F-om Len Borkowski

two —ironed plane that apparently rcads
the
ST./BOSTON,
(?) FULLER/CAUSEWAY
1852
to
from
Fuller
address of Charles
Gannicott,
Plane owned by Eric
1856.
photo by Hank Yeatman.
A

B:FW ,GATT nlow
ownJd by Bob Finch:

nlare

A doddering oldster belonging to Ery Schaffer.
Although the tote is centered, it is pegged
in place and may well indicate 18th C. construction. The iron is replaced.

A moulder made by S.E.(Samuel)
Farrand
of Newark, N.J. 1835-36.
AMERICAN WOODEN
PLANES tells us that known examples of
Farrand planes are uncommon and are often
coachmakin lj types, making this specimen a
rare one.
owned by Eric Gannicott, photo
by Hank Yeatman.
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IflP IX - 4
SHEA 1S PATENTED BLOCK PLANE
Erv. Schaffer Collection

•

IRON SAW RABBETINq PLkNL MARKED WASH CO,
Any' i.nformatioil nppreci
d.

SHU'S PATENTED BLOCK PUNE
Fry Schaffer Collection

